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An investment performance number sounds like a very fair and objective measurement, but it is often misrepresented. People often say a “number doesn’t lie”, but they forgot another phrase “Lies, ...
3 Things You Don’t Know About Investment Performance – Part I
To achieve stock market stability, investors have urged the government to promote national savings culture through incentives that would ensure improved patronage in the retail ...
Investors highlight measures to improve market stability
There is a correlation between the positivity of music and returns, volatility, fund flows and even government bonds, according to Alex Edmans.
The performance of your stock portfolio can reflect the kind of...
Rohde & Schwarz's acquisition of Zurich Instruments marks the second recent quantum computing acquisition by a T&M company.
Test and Measurement: Rohde & Schwarz picks up quantum compute company
We believe these measures are useful for investors and management in evaluating business trends and performance each period. These measures are also used to manage our business and assess current ...
Trinseo to Acquire Aristech Surfaces LLC as Part of Its Transformation to a Specialty Materials and Sustainable Solutions Provider
The State Board of Community Colleges met July 15-16 for the first time since the start of the pandemic. The Board welcomed five new members.
State Board of Community Colleges | Teacher preparation articulation agreement, performance measures, and more
EBITDA is provided as a supplementary earnings measure to assist readers in determining the Company ... views with respect to current events and is not a guarantee of future performance and is subject ...
Peak Fintech Releases Revenue and Earnings Guidance, Expects $104M in Revenue and $5.6M in Earnings for 2021
Crown Castle International Corp. (NYSE:CCI) ("Crown Castle") today reported results for the second quarter ended ...
Crown Castle Reports Second Quarter 2021 Results and Raises Outlook for Full Year 2021
M&G, admits nearly 60% of its funds are failing on investment performance, but still declared that the vast majority of its product range is offering value for money. The asset manager’s second value ...
M&G admits 60% of its funds are failing on performance
Trying to outguess financial markets on the outlook for inflation is futile. Investors are better off using market gauges of consumer price expectations and focusing instead on how to outpace, or ...
Guest view: Investing when inflation is a mystery
Today ® (NASDAQ: RXT) announced an expected $65-$70 million of new investments designed to closely align the company’s resources with fast-growing product and service offerings. The investments will ...
Rackspace Technology to Make $65-$70 million Investment in Growth Businesses; Increases Financial Guidance for the Second Quarter Of 2021
BlackRock has crushed it for years and will likely continue to do so for three reasons: its dominance in the exchange traded fund (ETF) space with its iShares products, its shift toward environmental, ...
3 Reasons BlackRock Can Keep Winning in 2021 and Beyond
One great example is Domino's Pizza, Inc. (NYSE:DPZ) which saw its share price drive 257% higher over five years. It's also good to see the share price up 32% over the last quarter. The company ...
Investors Who Bought Domino's Pizza (NYSE:DPZ) Shares Five Years Ago Are Now Up 257%
Whirlpool Corporation (NYSE: WHR), committed to being the best global kitchen and laundry company, in constant pursuit of improving life ...
Whirlpool Delivers Impressive Q2 Results and Significantly Raises Full-Year Guidance
The Cambridge biotech giant won approval for the first new Alzheimer’s treatment since 2003 despite limited evidence it works. The controversy raises complicated questions about medical innovation.
Biogen in a bind: The high-stakes fight over Alzheimer’s and what makes a drug worthwhile
CNR: Having noted the sustained recovery of fixed-asset investment in the first half of 2021, what do you think of investment's role in stimulating economic growth? The two-year a ...
SCIO press conference on China's economic performance in H1 2021
Today Rackspace Technology ® (NASDAQ: RXT) announced an expected $65-$70 million of new investments designed to closely align the company’s resources with fast-growing product and service offerings.
Rackspace Technology to Make $65-$70 million Investment in Growth Businesses; Increases ...
CTOS Digital Bhd closed its initial public offering (IPO) debut at RM1.62, which is 47% above its IPO price of RM 1.10. Considering the weak market sentiment amidst raging Covid-19 cases in the region ...
CTOS, the pride and legacy of Creador
Motion Acquisition Corp. (“Motion”) (Nasdaq: MOTN), a special purpose acquisition company, and its merger partner Ambulnz, Inc., dba DocGo, a leading provider of last-mile telehealth and integrated ...
Motion Acquisition Corp. and DocGo Announce DocGo’s Record Preliminary Second Quarter 2021 Revenue
A recent market research report entitled Global Infrared Temperature Measurement Instruments Market 2021 by Manufacturers, Regions, Type and Application, Forecast to 2026 done by ...
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